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Adler, David A. The House on the Roof; A Sukkot Story; pictures by Marilyn Hirsh. Hebrew
Pub. Co., 1976. 76-19014. 28p. $5.95.
A story that explains the celebration of the Jewish holiday of Sukkot is illustrated
Ad with awkwardly drawn pictures. An old man is scolded by his landlady each time she
K-3 sees him go by carrying objects that she thinks may do damage to her property.
Painstakingly, the old man is building a hut on the roof of the building, decorating it
with branches and leaves; when Sukkot comes, he sets a festive table and brings his
grandchildren to celebrate. The irate landlady takes him to court, where he explains
to the judge that the hut, the Sukkah, commemorates the temporary shelters that the
tribes of Israel built when they were fleeing from Egypt. He pleads that he be allowed
to keep his hut for the four remaining days of the holiday; the judge rules that the
landlady is right-no building should have been done without her permission-but he
gives the old man ten days in which to tear the structure down. The story is useful as
religious educational material, and it has adequate plot and length for a read-aloud
audience, but the writing style is stiff and the irascible landlady not quite convincing.
Aesop. The Fables of Aesop; 143 Moral Tales Retold; ed. by Ruth Spriggs; illus. by Frank
Baber. Rand McNally, 1976. 75-41965. 116p. $5.95.
An oversize book, lavishly illustrated with precise, realistic drawings in color and
R in black and white, this edition of the fables is attractive despite a somewhat crowded
3-6 format. The writing style is direct and colloquial, with a simply phrased moral, in
italics, following the fables, which vary considerably in length.
Alexander, Anne. Connie; illus. by Gail Owens. Atheneum, 1976. 76-4477. 179p. $6.95.
Her father had lost his job and become a janitor, her family had moved from their
M pleasant home to a dilapidated house on the other side of town, and eccentric old
5-7 Aunt Berta was sharing Connie's room. Enough trouble for an eighth grader? It got
worse; Connie was accused of telling the authorities about the fact that one of her
classmates, Joel, had drugs hidden in his locker. "Rat fink," her brother called her.
The truth came out when Connie saved (by mouth-to-mouth resuscitation) a friend's
father who was a suicidal alcoholic: it was the "friend" who had called the principal,
pretending to be Connie, and who had planted the drugs in Joel's locker. Everything
comes up roses at the end, in a story that is surfeited with problems; the writing style
is adequate, but the characterization is minimal.
Allan, Mabel Esther. Mystery in Rome. Vanguard, 1976. 72-90477. 191p. $5.95.
This follows the usual Allan formula: a girl has an adventure while abroad and also
M finds romance. Here Flavia Scott, an American who has learned Italian from her
6-9 mother, travels as secretary to a writer of travel books, Mrs. Agnew. They stay with
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the Giannino family, whose original invitation had been rescinded (the letter had not
reached Mrs. Agnew) and whose reception of their unwanted guests is icy. In fact,
Flavia suspects that the Gianninos want them out of the house because they are
planning to do away with the octogenarian mother who controls the family business.
Several attempts are made on Mrs. Agnew's life, and there are suspicious characters
who lurk about; Flavia herself is clearly in danger. After a not-quite-credible chase
scene, Mr. Giannino is killed. "I guess fate meant me to be there," says Ashley, the
young American Flavia had met en route, and with whom she had done some sight-
seeing in Rome. Here and there throughout the story are descriptions of Roman
sights, guidebook style: "Mrs. Agnew pointed out the Circo Massimo (or Circus
Maximus) opposite, just south of the Palatino Hill ... " By such techniques, the
author detracts from the setting; tie characters are without any depth; the plot is
labored. There is action, there is suspense, but the book seems contrived.
Asimov, Isaac. How Did We Find Out About Atoms? illus. by David Wool. Walker, 1976.
75-3910. 62p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.85 net.
In an excellent introduction to atomic structure, Asimov discusses the earliest
R theories about atoms, the diligent search for elements in the 18th century, the discov-
5-7 ery by Proust of the law of definite proportions, and Dalton's investigations of the
linkage between the two. Subsequent chapters describe atomic weight and distribu-
tion in compounds, the problem of isomers and the research in bonding, and-with
the discovery of Brownian motion and the invention of the field-emission
microscope-the opportunity of seeing atoms and their internal structure. Logically
organized and lucidly written, this is a good example both of the science book that is
authoritative but not too technical for the layman and of the scientific method. An
index is appended.
Bach, Alice. The Most Delicious Camping Trip Ever; pictures by Steven Kellogg. Harper,
1976. 76-2956. 48p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Bach and Kellogg are both at their best in a humorous sequel to The Smartest Bear
R and His Brother Oliver (reviewed in the October, 1975 issue); here the two cubs are
K-2 reluctantly packing for an overnight camping trip with Aunt Bear. Oliver, dubious
about subsisting on found food, wants to take provender; Ronald wants to take more
scientific equipment than he can carry. Solution; taking food in jars and crocks that
can later hold specimens. Aunt Bear surprises them both, and the trip is more
pleasant than they had expected. What Bach manages to do is invest the animal
characters with strong personalities through their actions and words. The dialogue is
witty, the writing style smooth, and the soft brown drawings on cream pages imbued
with comic zest and bucolic charm.
Bawden, Nina. Devil by the Sea. Lippincott, 1976. 76-13177. 228p. $6.95.
Hilary is nine, and when she and her younger brother see the old man who behaves
R so strangely go off with another child, Poppet, they don't later connect the incident
5-6 with the fact that Poppet is found murdered. Pegerine, the younger brother, insists
that the old man is the devil; Hilary-who has the reputation of a mendacious
troublemaker-is ignored when she tries to talk about the man and then is punished
for lying. She is being watched. Watched and waited for. And eventually she is
caught by the devil-and saved by the police. The characterization is superb, from
the hostile, unhappy Hilary to such minor characters as her eccentric old aunt or her
bitter yet romantic older half-sister; the plot is beautifully structured, with fine timing
and well-sustained suspense. The book was first published in England in 1958 as an
adult novel.
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Bellairs, John. The Letter, the Witch, and the Ring; pictures by Richard Egielski. Dial, 1976.
75-28968. 188p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
A sequel to The House with a Clock in Its Walls and The Figure in the Shadows is
Ad not about Lewis and his uncle but about their neighbor Mrs. Zimmermann (who has
5-7 magical powers) and Lewis's friend Rose Rita. Miffed because Lewis is going off to
camp, Rose Rita is delighted when Mrs. Z. invites her along to get a magic ring she
has inherited. The ring is in a desk drawer in the now-empty farmhouse where her
cousin had lived. But strange things happen. Mrs. Z. finds her face scratched off on
an old photograph-Rose Rita hears an intruder in the night-Mrs. Z. disappears.
Breaking into the home of a woman she suspects, Rose Rita is caught and held
prisoner, then escapes with the ring; the woman turns into a tree. This doesn't have
quite the pace and cohesion of earlier books, but it has lots of action, the appeal of
magic, and a dauntless heroine.
Bowman, Kathleen. New Women in Medicine. Creative Education/Childrens Press, 1976.
76-4918. 47p. illus. $4.95.
Seven brief biographies are included in this volume, one of a series of "New
R Women in . .. " that also has volumes on women in the fields of art and dance,
5-7 entertainment, media, politics, and social sciences. The tone of the biographies is
admiring but not adulatory, and the author discusses career preparation with em-
phasis on problems the doctors and others (one subject is a nurse-midwife, one a
microbiologist, another a professor of endocrinology, etc.) have had as women, both
in reaching their goals and in being accepted once they were practicing medicine.
None of the women quoted is starry-eyed about her profession, but all of them
express deep satisfaction while being aware of obstacles, and many of the biog-
raphees have successfully combined a career and family life.
Brady, Esther Wood. Toliver's Secret; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Crown, 1976. 76-15997.
166p. $6.95.
Ten-year-old Ellen Toliver offers to take her grandfather's place, when he is
Ad injured, and carry a message to General Washington, a message in a box that is
3-5 baked into a loaf of bread. Timid Ellen, who trembles when a bullying girl drives her
away from the nearest New York water pump, uses her wits and draws on her
courage when, disguised as a boy, she makes her way across the river to New Jersey,
is befriended by a British solider, gets to the right town and the right person. And
finds, later, that all she has to do is calmly stand up to the same bullying girl and she'll
be let alone. The plot seems contrived and over-extended, the characterization
superficial; however, the combination of the setting and the successful mission may
appeal to some readers.
Brown, Marc Tolon. One Two Three; An Animal Counting Book; written and illus. by Marc
Brown. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1976. 76-17826. 30p. $4.95.
One elephant, 2 gnus, three raccoons, and so on, up to twenty turtles; each picture
Ad carries the number, the requisite number of animals, and--on most of the drawings of
3-5 individual animals-the number again. Each of the three raccoons, for example, has
yrs. a "3" tucked in its ear. The game element can reinforce memorization of the digits,
and the drawings are attractive, but the concept is neither unusual nor unusually well
executed.
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Bulla, Clyde Robert. Marco Moonlight; illus. by Julia Noonan. T. Y. Crowell, 1976.
75-33203. 104p. $6.95.
Marco knows his mother is dead, but does not know what has happened to his
Ad father; he has vague memories of playing with another baby, a brother. But his
3-5 grandparents assure him there was no other baby, that he is the sole heir to Dorn
Hall. When an evil man, Flint, becomes gardener at Dorn Hall, he gets permission to
use a house by the shore, and there he eventually emprisons Marco, forcing him to
change clothes with the boy he produces, a boy who is Marco's twin. Literally his
twin. Matt takes Marco's place at Dorn Hall, but he softens and helps Marco escape;
Flint, pursuing, is killed in a rock slide. Matt insists on going away and not sharing in
his brother's wealth. Someday, he says, he will come back, when he has "changed
some things" and has a right to be there. The story has action and suspense, but the
plot is not convincing and the ending is weak. Nevertheless, it's rare to have adven-
ture in the Gothic mood for the middle grades.
Campion, Nardi Reeder. Ann the Word; The Life of Mother Ann Lee, Founder of the Shak-
ers. Little, 1976. 76-6568. 208p. $6.95.
Ann Lee was an uneducated infirmary cook in a Manchester slum, but her convic-
R tion and faith, her courage under persecution and imprisonment, and her articulate
7- zeal made her the beloved leader of the Shaker society. She believed in the equality
of the sexes and in abstention from sexual intercourse as firmly as she believed in
Jesus, and she was accepted by her followers as the Word of God made manifest.
Revered by some, reviled by others, Mother Ann and her followers came to the
United States in 1774 to found a colony which, since there could be no births, could
only grow by persuasion of converts. The prosperity and peace of the Shaker com-
munities in this country have earned a respect which has not been awarded to all of
the sect's beliefs, but there is little disagreement about the fact that Ann Lee was a
remarkable woman, and Campion has written a biography that brings her vividly to
life; the extensive research is not obtrusive but is a firm foundation for the narrative,
and the tone is admiring but not excessively so. A bibliography and a relative index
are appended.
Cartwright, Sally. What's in a Map? illus. by Dick Gackenbach. Coward, 1976. 76-10694.
31p. $4.97.
Cartwright approaches the concept of what a map is by relating the drawing of
R things and places to related positions in space in a way that small children can easily
K-2 grasp. A science teacher, she invites children to orient themselves in familiar situa-
tions (for example, feeling the size of a bed, the placement of top or sides, and the
contours in relation to where one is lying) and explains how that is translated to a
piece of paper. The book might be clearer if the concepts of height and depth had
been eschewed, since these are more advanced and more difficult to relate to the flat
plane of the most familiar form of a simple map; Cartwright is using "map" in a
broad sense. Nevertheless, the text is brisk, simple, and direct, and this excellent
introduction to the subject is illustrated by affable, uncluttered drawings.
Clark, Mavis Thorpe. The Sky Is Free. Macmillan, 1976. 76-15171. 173p. $6.95.
First published in Australia, this tightly structured story concerns two runaway
R boys who meet and decide to travel together. Sam is angry at his family, Tony has
6-9 run away from an orphanage; they decide to cross the desert and go to Opal Town.
They have no money, no equipment, no food, no friends. Caught stealing groceries,
they are given a probationary term helping an elderly miner, Bob; Sam is aware that
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Tony desperately craves some opal and he is sure that his friend has stolen some.
He's also sure of the reason: Tony feels rootless and is convinced that he can track
down his family (he was a foundling) if he has enough money. In the end, Tony's
ethical sense prevails: he leaves the opal for old Bob, steals off to free some wild
camels that have been caught for export, and leaves town. Sam insists he has freed
the animals, knowing that Tony would be prosecuted by the irate stockade owner
and knowing he himself will be sent home. So each boy has gained enough maturity
to make a sacrifice for a friend, in an unexpectedly touching ending to a story that
reflects the flinty, harsh life of the opal mining country. Characterization, dialogue,
and setting are of equally high quality.
Clarke, Joan. Early Rising. Lippincott, 1976. 76-17874. 252p. $7.95.
A lovely period piece, this is set in an English vicarage in the 1880's, where Erica
R and her brothers and sisters are being brought up by a widowed father and a loving
5-8 staff. Erica is the Jo March in this family, an independent, romping child who is
excitable and vehement. When an older half-sister, Beatrice, comes to keep house
for the brood, Erica refuses to see, so anxious is she for a mother substitute, that
Beattie is domineering, biased, and often untruthful. Eventually Erica sees Beattie
clearly, but by then she has had a year abroad, she has had a proposal, and she has
firmly decided on a college education. The book is filled with lively incidents, the
characters come alive, and the style is light and fluent.
Cohen, Barbara. Bitter Herbs and Honey. Lothrop, 1976. 76-18132. 159p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.21 net.
Set in a small New Jersey town, this story of Becky, a high school senior, is a
Ad picture of the role of women in 1916 as well as a picture of a devout Jewish family, the
6-9 prejudice they encounter, and the prejudice they feel toward gentiles. Mama and
Papa don't think Becky needs any more schooling, since they expect her to work in
the family store; they also expect her to marry a man they have chosen. Becky
resents some of her parents' ideas, although she doesn't resent her parents; she is
sure that Peter van Ruysdaal, to whose affection she responds, shares his parents'
prejudice even though he denies it. Becky gives up her suitors for a chance to go to
college, obtaining parental agreement when she is admitted to Barnard, to which she
has secretly applied. The characterization and dialogue are very well done, and the
book gives a vivid picture of family life, but it is so heavily laden with details about
Judaism that it seems more a vehicle for information about Jewish holidays, customs,
and mores than a novel.
Colman, Hila. The Amazing Miss Laura. Morrow, 1976. 76-17316. 192p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.21 net.
Seventeen-year-old Josie Smyrski is a bit apprehensive about her summer job,
Ad serving as a companion to old "Miss Laura," widow of an eminent artist. Josie's
6-8 apprehension is due to the fact that she feels uncomfortable with old people; she
resents the grandfather who lives with her family and who refuses to sell any of his
farmland when the money could make life easier for them all. Josie becomes em-
broiled in protecting Miss Laura from her predatory relatives who want to put her in
a nursing home. They succeed, to Josie's sorrow, and she becomes more sympathet-
ic toward her grandfather, who rather suddenly decides to sell some land so that Josie
can go to art school. The writing style is competent and the characters believable;
Colman does an adequate job of assessing the problem of prejudice against the aged,
but the change in Josie seems based on tenuous cause, and the ending (grandfather
changing his mind, Josie rejecting his offer) is not convincing.
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Cromie, William J. Skylab; The Story of Man's First Station in Space. McKay, 1976.
74-25983. 146p. illus. $9.95.
A full, carefully detailed account of the three missions in which teams of as-
R tronauts, in turn, lived and worked in the orbiting laboratory that was already in
6- space. There is inherent drama in each blast-off and docking, and in each reentry, as
well as in the problems the men encountered and solved within Skylab and during
space walks, but many readers will be equally interested in all of the daily routines,
the medical problems, the ingenious devices and the emergency measures. The writ-
ing is brisk and direct, marred by occasional errors (". .. a ball of gravity" rather
than "a ball of gravy" floating in the weightless room), but they are not errors of fact.
The text is printed in very small type; a full index is provided.
Delton, Judy. Two Is Company; pictures by Giulio Maestro. Crown, 1976. 75-45180. 47p.
$4.95.
But three isn't always a crowd, Bear learns, after he has sulked about his friend
R Duck's efforts to make their new neighbor, Chipmunk, feel at home. Bear's been
K-2 hostile at the neighborhood party given to welcome Chipmunk, has fussed before and
during a berry-picking expedition for three ("Duck, that is our secret berry patch.")
and refused to admit that Chipmunk is nice. Then Bear finds that Chipmunk has
quietly been weeding Bear's vegetable garden ("Weeding is easy for me because I
am so short .. .") and decides that the newcomer will make a pleasant third to the
already-established friendship. The pictures are simply drawn, the message about
friendship and jealousy very clear.
Ellis, Ella Thorp. Hallelujah; pictures by Ginny McWilliams. Atheneum, 1976. 76-4810. 208p.
$7.95.
Andrea and her stepbrother Phillip see a strange orange bubble while they are in a
M park; investigating, they find a man called Piro and two wolverines. Finding the
5-6 bubble airborne, they learn that they are en route to the planet Hallelujah. Here
animals talk, people fly, and souls waiting to be born (they also talk) fly about, often
trying to coax people to have a baby so that they can be born again. There's a vicious
condor that leads a pack of music-producing clouds that steal people, clothing that
breathes, and-the major problem-only one man who can arrange to get the two
earth children back to the park with no time lapse in the terran world. The story has
too many characters, some of whom contribute nothing to the development of the
plot; there are facets of the extraterrestrial world that are ingenious, but they tend to
be obscured by the plethora of details and characters. Pace is slowed by tangential
incidents, and the dialogue is occasionally awkward.
Erickson, Russell E. Warton and Morton; pictures by Lawrence Di Fiori. Lothrop, 1976.
76-9017. 64p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
A sequel to A Toad for Tuesday (reviewed in the January, 1975 issue), about two
R toad brothers, is illustrated with folksy line drawings of the toads and other animals,
K-2 and has a bit more structure and substance than the first book. Warton is the adven-
turer, Morton a more sedate character (and a gourmet cook) but willing to go along
when his brother is stricken by wanderlust. All is peaceful until a rising river sepa-
rates the two; Warton hunts diligently for Morton and is helped by a muskrat colony.
The muskrats are indignant because a beaver dam is flooding their homes, and-with
Warton-they march on the beavers; and there is Morton, teaching a beaver to cook.
Battle is imminent until each of the brothers makes it clear that he has been treated
kindly. Since it's clear that both muskrats and beavers can be helpful, a dialogue
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ensues and the almost-enemies discover, when they talk it over, that compromise can
solve their differences. And so Warton and Morton go off, reunited and carefree.
And the reader has learned, very gently, a lesson about the need for communications
in relationships. Even if the lesson doesn't register, it's still a pleasant animal story
with plenty of dramatic action.
Eyerly, Jeannette. The Leonardo Touch. Lippincott, 1976. 76-18968. 156p. $6.95.
Since her father has been hospitalized after being injured by a hit-and-run driver,
Ad seventeen-year-old Elizabeth goes alone to a Welsh castle where her father's old
6-9 friend has extended an invitation for Daddy to choose any painting in his collection.
Daddy runs an art gallery; Elizabeth has become proficient enough to choose the
painting. She meets a sophisticated countess on the flight over, as well as spotting a
dowdy little man and a handsome young acquaintance (who also runs an art gallery)
on the flight, and all three turn up repeatedly-including being present on the return
flight. The heavy hand of coincidence mars the story, which is competently told and
includes bits of information about art. What Elizabeth finds in Wales is her father's
friend dead (murdered, she suspects) and an unpleasant young Australian who has
stayed on at the castle, claiming to be the heir. Elizabeth chooses a picture that has
the Leonardo touch (it proves to be by an unknown artist) and sets off a wild chase
with the unpleasant Australian, the bogus countess, and the young art dealer all
popping in and out of the story.
Fregosi, Claudia. Almira's Violets; written and illus. by Claudia Fregosi. Greenwillow, 1976.
75-26996. 27p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.94 net.
Almira's shop has the most profusely blooming violets in the world, and every-
M body who comes into the shop praises them. The cat, jealous, eats all the flowers and
3-5 buds. Almira tries every remedy for her plants, but to no avail, and decides she will
yrs. have to give up the store. The cat (who up to this point has behaved like a cat)
becomes alarmed and bites a leaf to give Almira a clue. By questioning, she discovers
the cat is jealous, and thereafter-having kept the store-she and the customers
praise the cat whenever they praise the flowers. The illustrations are pink and blue,
crowded with geometric designs; the story has a message about getting one's share of
attention that may please very young listeners, but it's stiffly told and the incidents of
the plot are not convincing.
Freschet, Berniece. Bernard Sees the World; pictures by Gina Freschet. Scribner, 1976.
76-1323. 48p. $5.95.
Despite the sedate background of a Beacon Hill home where his family had lived
R for generations, Bernard (a mouse) read so much about other places in the world that
K-3 he decided to travel. So off he went, via rides picked up on a skateboard, a bicycle, a
rowing shell, a ship, and a rocket to the moon. After reentry and splashdown,
Bernard made his way home-as he had promised, in time for Christmas-and added
his tiny moon rock to the holiday decorations. That was enough travel for him; at
least, it was until he began reading about Australia ... and there the story ends. The
black and white drawings seldom have vitality but they have ingenious details and are
nicely integrated with the text. The writing is blandly direct, the pace is brisk, the
settings offer variety, and the improbable ease of Bernard's stowaway journeying is
made quite credible.
Glubok, Shirley. Olympic Games in Ancient Greece; by Shirley Glubok and Alfred Tamarin.
Harper, 1976. 75-25408. 116p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
The authors describe an imaginary Olympiad of the 5th century B.C. and include
background material that is historical or anecdotal to give variety to their account.
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Maps and drawings show details of the site, and photographs of sculpture or pottery
R that show athletes in action add interest. Glubok and Tamarin write in a rather dry
5-8 style, but their anecdotes about rivalry, chicanery, and vengeance provide color and
the historical information gives depth to the text. A list of important dates (up to the
Montreal games) and an index are appended.
Goldreich, Gloria. What Can She Be? A Geologist; by Gloria and Esther Goldreich; photo-
graphs by Robert Ipcar. Lothrop, 1976. 76-10312. 48p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed.
$4.59 net.
An addition to an excellent series that gives children information about fields of
R work and also enables them to see women in varied roles in careers. Each photo-
2-4 graphically illustrated book describes a real person; in this case, Ina Brown, a
geologist who teaches at a university in New York City. Through the text and
pictures, readers learn what a geologist does; while there is some reference to
Brown's family situation and training, most of the book focuses on how geologists
study rocks, minerals, patterns of water flow and rock formation, et cetera, and the
uses to which such knowledge is put. The writing is direct and clear, the text and
pictures nicely integrated.
Gripe, Maria. In the Time of the Bells; illus. by Harold Gripe; tr. by Sheila La Farge.
Delacorte, 1976. 76-5594. 135p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46 net.
First published in Sweden in 1965, this is the story of a young, unhappy king whose
Ad father had abdicated in his favor and whose mother felt that all would be well if King
5-7 Arvid, her son, were to wed. Arvid ignored his duties and his lessons equally; he
seemed just as little interested in Elisif, his lovely betrothed. Helge, his whipping
boy, loved Elisif-but what chance had a bastard commoner to win a princess? In
time, Helge and Arvid learn they are half-brothers; the queen forgives her husband
and agrees that her son should give up the throne to his elder brother, Helge. Helge
and Elisif may now declare their love, while Arvid finally thaws toward Elisif's
sister, who has long loved him. The setting and the mood are deftly created and
sustained, and the characters are rounded, but the plot is both intricate and slow in
development.
Karp, Naomi J. The Turning Point. Harcourt, 1976. 76-12987. 154p. $6.95.
When twelve-year-old Hannah Brand and her family leave the Bronx for a subur-
Ad ban home, Hannah is briefly desolate, but she soon finds friends in the new neighbor-
5-6 hood. She also finds that some of her classmates snub her because she is Jewish,
particularly Cynthia Sherwood and Arthur Marshall-but for quite different reasons.
When Hannah's best friend from the Bronx comes to visit, she recognizes Cynthia as
a cousin, Simcha Shapiro, whose family has changed names and cut their Bronx ties.
Arthur is the son of a rabid supporter of Hitler, as bitterly prejudiced as his father,
who holds Billy Hermann captive in his basement to try to convince him to join his
cause by showing the boy his guns. While the book gives a good picture of Jewish
family life and, in an episodic format, their adjustment of living in a community that
has anti-Semitism, some of the characters are stock figures and there are a few that
seem heavily exaggerated, like Mr. Marshall or Bernice, who is Hannah's age and
who is so easily upset since her mother's death that nobody can use the word
"mother" in her hearing.
Kettelkamp, Larry. A Partnership of Mind and Body: Bio-Feedback; illus. with photographs.
Morrow, 1976. 76-24818. 96p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
Kettelkamp's books are always authoritative and objective, and in this lucid ex-
amination of a provocative and still controversial subject, he carefully restricts dis-
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cussion to recorded scientific research. Each chapter describes research experiments
R in a different area: the brain, the smooth muscles, the skin, etc. In each case, the text
5-9 includes theory, testing equipment, experiments, and results; some of the results are
merely informative, while others have already been put to practical use by the medi-
cal profession in helping patients, both those who are ill and those who are not.
Kettelkamp warns, in the last chapter, against the hasty acceptance of devices such
as portable alpha machines being sold to the public. A stimulating subject; a fine
survey. An index is appended.
Le Guin, Ursula K. Very Far Away From Anywhere Else. Atheneum, 1976. 76-4472. 89p.
$5.95.
Owen is not an all-American boy. Seventeen, he's not particularly interested in
R sports, and he can't bring himself to tell his father that he doesn't want the sports car
7-10 he's received for his birthday. He can't bring himself to tell his mother that he wants
to go to M.I.T., not her alma mater, which is an hour from home. He's not even very
interested in girls, not until he meets Natalie. She's a serious musician, a supportive
friend, and a firm believer in the fact that sex and romance are simply obstacles in
one's path. There isn't a lot of surface action in Owen's story, but the depth of
characterization, the complexity of human relationships, and the problems of the
young intellectual are seen with laser vision and described in a flowing, forthright
prose style.
Levitin, Sonia. A Single Speckled Egg; illus. by John Larrecq. Parnassus, 1976. 75-4189. 31p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
A tale in the folk tradition is told in an easy, colloquial style and is illustrated with
R framed pictures of rustic scenes, the muted colors and strong composition especially
K-3 effective in combination with the rough texture of the background. Larrecq echoes
the sly humor of the story, as three noodlehead farmers are outwitted by their wives,
who have gone to the village sage for help. The men had exaggerated the import of
small things until each had convinced himself that he would have to sell his farm; one,
for example, had gloomily predicted that since his hen had laid only one speckled
egg, it was a sign of bad luck-therefore the hen house would burn down-therefore
it would be necessary to bur the farm. The story is as pleasant to tell as it is to read
aloud.
Lisker, Sonia O. Two Special Cards; by Sonia O. Lisker and Leigh Dean; pictures by Sonia
O. Lisker. Harcourt, 1976. 75-35609. 46p. $4.95.
Eight-year-old Hazel is aware that her parents are fighting more often and more
Ad bitterly, and she has heard their mention of divorce. When Daddy leaves, she is sad;
K-2 but it soon becomes clear that Daddy's new apartment is a home for her and her
brother, that both Daddy and Mom are happier. Both parents are loving, and candid
about what has happened. When Hazel goes with her mother to buy some birthday
cards, it gives her the idea of making her own: two special cards, one each to Mom
and to Daddy, to say she loves them. The story has a direct, honest approach to
divorce that is needed in books for younger children, but the writing style is undistin-
guished and the illustrations overly busy and crowded.
McGovern, Ann. Sharks; pictures by Murray Tinkelman. Four Winds, 1976. 76-17122. 47p.
$5.95.
McGovern uses the question-and-answer format that is familiar to readers of her
earlier books, with such queries as "What sharks are most dangerous?'' "What is the
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biggest shark?" "How does a mother shark care for her pups?" and "Do sharks
Ad have friends?" The answers give a great deal of information, although they provide
K-3 no facts about mating or longevity. The illustrations are subdued, occasionally blend-
ing the watery outlines with the water itself so that the pictures are not quite clear.
Not comprehensive, but a good introduction, this is simply written and makes clear
the fact that scientists do not yet know all the answers.
Mayer, Mercer. Hiccup; written and illus. by Mercer Mayer. Dial, 1976. 76-2284. 29p. Trade
ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.69 net.
Mr. Hippo, the sneezing hero of Ah-Choo, takes his lady love out rowing in this
R almost-wordless sequel. Her persistent hiccups are attacked by her swain as he tries
3-5 throwing water over her, hitting her on the head, and shouting "Boo!" to startle her.
yrs. By the time they reach shore the entente is not very cordial, but Ms. Hippo has her
revenge when Mr. Hippo begins to hiccup; hastily she gives him the full treatment
and trots off, satisfied. The story line is easy to follow, the black and white drawings
are amusing (Mayer is very good at such things as simpering, coy animal faces), and
there's action on every page.
Meltzer, Milton. Violins and Shovels; illus. with photographs. Delacorte, 1976. 75-32916. 9 9p.
$6.95.
To young adults who know WPA only as an acronym of the past, Meltzer's
R splendid documentary can bring to life not only an agency but an era. Based on his
8- usual meticulous research, the book describes the fervor, both personal and artistic,
that permeated the writers, artists, folklorists, actors, and musicians for whom the
project meant not only a livelihood in a time of deep financial crisis but an opportu-
nity to experiment and expand. As one of the writers, Meltzer (whose WPA job was
his first, after he had been subsisting on relief-less than $30 a month) is particularly
knowledgeable about the work of other writers and the censure of some of the writing
projects, but he gives full, vigorous coverage to other aspects of the program. A
divided bibliography is included.
Meyer, Edith Patterson. Petticoat Patriots of the American Revolution. Vanguard, 1976.
75-18422. 253p. illus. $6.95.
Although the text is arranged, on the whole, in chronological order, this descrip-
Ad tion of the contributions of colonial women to the struggle for independence is also
7-9 divided into some geographical areas, with chapters on "Courage around Charles-
ton" or "Rebel Resistance in the Waxhaws" or on methods of participation such as
"Patriotism on Horseback." The material is more anecdotal than biographical, with
ample background information about the progress of the war; the writing style is not
heavy, but serious, and the organization of a mass of material is competent. How-
ever, the very massiveness of the coverage produces a disconcerting number of
names and incidents, and the small print is a visual handicap. A chronology, an
extensive divided bibliography of sources, and a relative index are appended.
Namioka, Lensey. The Samurai and the Long-Nosed Devils. McKay, 1976. 76-12744. 153p.
$6.95.
Set in sixteenth-century Japan, this is the story of two ronin (samurai whose liege
R lords had been ousted and who were available for service) who come to the city of
7-9 Miyako. Zenta and Matsuzo take on the job of protecting a Portuguese missionary
and his soldier-companion at the behest of Hambei, an old friend of Zenta's, since
Hambei's master dare not openly espouse the cause of the foreigners. Embroiled in
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the political intrigue of Miyako, the ronin investigate a murder and become even
more deeply involved in the power struggle going on between a powerful monastic
order, local nobility, and Hambei's lord, Nobunaga (a warlord who is a historical
character) who is trying to unify the divided country. The story is heavily saturated
with complex currents and cross currents, but it has a lively plot with an abundance
of derring-do, and the setting is intriguing; the historical research underlying the book
is fairly unobtrusive; an author's note describes Nobunaga's subsequent record and
brings the story of Japan's relationship with other countries up to 1858 in a brief
survey. A selected bibliography is appended.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Fish and How They Reproduce; drawings by Matthew Kalmenoff.
Holiday House, 1976. 76-10349. 128p. $6.95.
Patent's books always maintain a high standard; accurate, logically organized and
R written with clarity, they exemplify and illustrate the scientific approach. Here the
6-9 text gives, in the first two chapters, adequate general information about the variety of
fishes, their intelligence and their habitats, the development of the senses in fish, and
some facts about hereditary characteristics and adaptation. Succeeding chapters
describe some of the many, and often fascinating, ways in which fish court, mate,
spawn and breed, and protect their progeny-including facts about migration, color
change, sex change, and defense mechanisms. A glossary, a list of books and
magazine articles suggested for further reading, and a relative index are appended.
Powers, Elizabeth. The Journal of Madame Royale. Walker, 1976. 75-43990. 150p. illus.
Trade ed. $7.50; Library ed. $7.39 net.
Based primarily on the diary of Marie The6rse Charlotte, the daughter of Louis
R XVI, this is a minutely detailed account of the events of the French Revolution. The
7-10 princess, called Madame Royale, was fourteen when the National Assembly took the
Oath of the Tennis Court and the revolt began that meant three years of imprison-
ment and the deaths of all the members of her immediate family. The book is based
on extensive research that includes other viewpoints, but the long and tragic period is
seen from the viewpoint of Madame Royale, so that Louis and Marie Antoinette are
presented as loving parents, courageous under persecution and always devoted to the
people of France. The viewpoint and the style are consistent and plausible, and the
book gives a vivid, if occasionally florid, account of the Reign of Terror as it affected
the royal family. A divided bibliography, a chronological summary, and some bio-
graphical notes on members of the royal family and some of their close friends are
appended.
Radlauer, Edward. Rodeo School; photographs by Ed Radlauer. Watts, 1976. 76-10372. 47p.
$5.90.
Action shots in color add to the feeling of tension generated by a brisk, informal,
R second-person text. The setting is a school for fledgling riders, and the author de-
5-9 scribes equipment, techniques, and first attempts of a group of young men as two
experienced rodeo men teach them how to ride a bull and a bronco. The dialogue is
slangy and natural, the descriptions of riding convincing.
Rayner, Mary. Mr and Mrs Pig's Evening Out. Atheneum, 1976. 30p. illus. $7.95.
There was immediate objection from the ten children when Mother Pig announced
R that she and father were going out, but that a very nice lady was coming to take care
4-6 of them. The children were all in bed when Mrs. Wolf came, and she kept busily
yrs. knitting until she felt like a snack. The snack she felt like having was little Garth Pig,
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and she snatched him out of bed; his protesting noises woke the others, and his oldest
sister Sorrell quickly worked out a plan to save Garth and make Mrs. Wolf inopera-
ble. So they did. The illustrations have a breezy quality and plenty of action, and the
story has a felicitous blend of familiar situation, drastic crisis, and resourceful solu-
tion by a team of children.
Rayner, Mary. The Witchfinder; written and illus. by Mary Rayner. Morrow, 1976. 76-22600.
160p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.21.
First published in England, the story of witchcraft and possession is set in a rural
Ad village where there is a circle of standing stones, Wansbury Ring. To Louisa they
6-8 seem menacing, and her father feels no liking for them, but for Louisa's mother the
stones have a strange fascination. Is there some tie between the stones and the way
Mother is changing? Once loving and protective, she becomes at first absent-minded,
then cold and caustic, and then-Louisa is convinced-malevolent. Bewitched. And
so Louisa finds, from books on witchcraft, the way to exorcise the evil spirit that has
taken over her mother. Since Mother's behavior is never overtly malevolent, her
condition as interpreted by Louisa is not made quite believable, but the suspense
builds nicely, and this will undoubtedly appeal to those readers with a predilection
for the occult.
Reiss, Johanna de Leeuw. The Journey Back. T. Y. Crowell, 1976. 76-12625. 214p. $6.95.
In a sequel to her autobiographical novel, The Upstairs Room (reviewed in the
R November, 1972 issue), Reiss describes the aftermath of war: the broken or alienated
5-8 families, the scarcity of food and clothing, the ruptured relationships with friends and
neighbors, the people still weak or ill. Or missing. For Annie, there is the tragedy of
parting from the beloved Oosterveld family who had sheltered her, the pain of seeing
her older sisters leave home, the problems of adjusting to a new stepmother whom
she cannot seem to please. And, on visits to the Oostervelds, Annie realizes that she
is torn between her desire to be with them and her desire to adhere to her
stepmother's snobbish standards. A vivid evocation of the bittersweet lot of sur-
vivors in wartime, and a poignant, trenchant picture of a young adolescent in a
fragmented Jewish family in Holland.
Ridley, Anthony. At Home; An Illustrated History of Houses and Homes. Crane
Russak/Scribner, 1976. 75-43446. 191p. $9.95.
Profusely illustrated with drawings and photographs, this overview of houses has
Ad pages heavy with oppressively small type; printed in Great Britain, the text focuses
7-9 primarily on European and British dwellings; the index, which gives parenthetical
identification, does not cite the log cabins or salt box houses of America, and in-
cludes "Washington, George (President of U.S.A.)." Following a lengthy first chap-
ter that skims through the history of houses from the cave to the skyscraper, indi-
vidual chapters relate to such aspects as heating, water supply, domestic sanitation,
et cetera. The writing is competent in style and organization, and the text consis-
tently relates architectural form and interior comforts to climate, resources, and
social conditions. A divided bibliography (adult books, chiefly English) is appended.
Rodowsky, Colby F. What About Me? Watts, 1976. 76-21225. 137p. $5.90.
Dorrie, a high school sophomore, had always felt ambivalent about her brother
R Fredlet; a mongoloid child. Fred had looked (to a younger Dorrie) like Milne's Piglet,
6-9 and Fredlet he had remained. This is the story of Dorrie's resentment when she must
give up a party, or be interrupted in her work because of Fredlet, her feeling that he
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always comes first with her parents; she is especially upset when told that the family
is going to move back to her mother's home town so that there will be others to share
the responsibility. Like any adolescent, she does not want to leave her friends, or the
woman who has helped her in her art studies. But when Fred dies after a sudden
illness, Dorrie realizes how much she did love him, how much it is helping her
mother to be surrounded by loving family. She knows, even as she goes off to live
with her teacher in New York and attend art school, that she will be back, that
families are important. A good first novel, this has convincing characterization and
dialogue, and the confusion Dorrie feels-loving Fred but angry at him, wanting to
get away from the family yet feeling the strength of their support-is perceptively
described.
Ronai, Lili. Corals; illus. by Arabelle Wheatley. T. Y. Crowell, 1976. 75-6865. 33p.
(Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books). $5.95.
A simply written, continuous text is illustrated with pictures in black and white and
R in color that include labels for types of coral and for other marine creatures. The text
2-3 describes coral forms and colonies, how corals eat and regenerate, and how the
several kinds of coral reefs are formed. Direct and explicit, a good first book on the
subject.
Roth, Arthur. The Secret Lover of Elmtree. Four Winds, 1976. 76-10270. 165p. $6.95.
What seventeen-year-old wasn't aching to get away from Elmtree, Ohio? Greg.
R He didn't tell the others, because it would have shocked them, but he really loved his
7-10 small town. In fact, Greg was pretty satisfied with his life; he knew he was adopted
but he knew, also, his parents loved him. And then one day he learned that the man
who'd stopped to talk to him-a nice guy, middle-aged-was his real father. Invited
to live with his father and stepmother, Greg is offered an education, wealth, and
security; he feels bitter, however, because his adoptive parents seem so ready to get
rid of him. In fact, he feels so bitter that he gets drunk and attempts suicide. Fortu-
nately, he recovers to find he's taken "No-Doz" instead of sleeping pills, and he also
feels lucky because his parents make it very clear that they really wanted him to stay
and had only tried not to stand in his way. What is appealing about Secret Lover is
that he's a thoroughly nice guy. He's fond of his girl, his town, his family; he feels
slightly guilty about not preferring his natural father, but the man is understanding,
and Greg is relieved. Roth writes with sympathy, but he has a light touch and a sense
of humor; Greg's first-person narration never hits a false note.
Say, Allen. The Feast of Lanterns. Harper, 1976. 76-3836. 57p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library
ed. $4.79 net.
Lively, scribbly black and white drawings illustrate a story set in contemporary
Ad Japan. Bozu and Kozo live on an island where most of the men are fishermen, and
3-4 they are convinced they can handle a boat. They borrow Uncle Toji's boat for a
secret trip to the mainland; they had always wanted to see it anyway, and this was the
time of the Feast of Lanterns. They soon find that two penniless children are not as
welcome in a strange village as they are at home. Nobody offers to share food until
an entertainer takes pity on them; they follow the troupe onto a train and hop off
when their unticketed state is discovered, and so on, until their father and uncle
appear to take them home. The plot is rather patchy, and the writing--otherwise
adequate-is marred by expressions that seem out of place in the Japanese setting:
"If you don't have any money, scoot!" or "My God, those kids again!"
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Schwartz, Alvin, comp. Kickle Snifters and Other Fearsome Critters Collected From Ameri-
can Folklore; illus. by Glen Rounds. Lippincott, 1976. 75-29048. 63p. $6.95.
All of the "fearsome critters" are imaginary beasts of the tall tale variety, and this
R is a list of illustrated definitions, with notes on sources included at the back of the
3-5 book. The scratchy, vigorous illustrations by Rounds extend the text and often add a
humorous note that exists textually more in the name than in the definition. For the
goofus bird, for example, the text reads, "The goofus bird likes to see where it has
been, not where it is going. So it flies backward. It also likes to sleep upside down. So
it builds its nest bottom-side up." This sort of bland exaggeration can be very
effective when used in narration, but in bald definition it is often flat. Some of the
entries which do have some stories added are more amusing than the example cited.
The combination of nonsensical terms, silly concepts, and diverting pictures should
appeal to the middle grades audience.
Singer, Marilyn. The Dog Who Insisted He Wasn't; illus. by Kelly Oechsli. Dutton, 1976.
76-10165. 27p. $5.95.
Oechsli's illustrations catch just the right note of sly ingenuousness that makes the
R text such pleasant nonsense. Konrad, convinced he isn't really a dog, finally finds a
K-2 girl who sympathizes with his problem and who convinces her parents to go along. So
Konrad sits at the dining table and goes to school with Abigail. Then the other dogs
in the neighborhood begin insisting they aren't dogs either, which results in a tumul-
tuous classroom; the dilemma is ingeniously solved by Abigail's teacher. Konrad
agrees with Abigail to pretend he's a dog, "And as far as I know, he's still pretending,"
the story ends. Singer handles the animal-human dialogue deftly, and the adult-child
relationships are exemplary.
Steele, Mary Q. The True Men. Greenwillow, 1976. 76-5482. 144p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library
ed. $5.94 net.
The story of an adolescent Native American begins with Ree's expulsion from the
Ad tribe of the True Men because of an affliction: his skin glows in the dark, a fact that is
6-8 not explained and not quite credible. He wanders about, meeting people who are
afraid of him and others who want to profit by exhibiting him; eventually he meets
and helps some travelling members of his own tribe, and then decides he will go home
and insist that he be either accepted or killed, that he cannot live as an outcast. The
characterization is adequate, the writing style smooth, but the story line is weak and
the message about discrimination loses impact thereby.
Stevens, Carla. Stories from a Snowy Meadow; pictures by Eve Rice. Seabury, 1976. 76-3542.
48p. $6.95.
Four stories about Mole, Mouse, and Shrew, friends who live in a meadow and
R who visit Vole, old and bedridden, and listen to her stories. Each episode has a
2-3 theme, although all are pervaded by the theme of friendship. In one episode, the
friends are arguing about who should get the patchwork quilt they are making, but
after a visit to Vole they agree it should be hers; in another episode, the friends find
that Vole has died, and they mourn her death and have a funeral service. The writing,
like the black and white illustration, is subdued and fairly static, but the style is direct
and simple, Vole's storytelling adds variety, and the appeals of animal characters and
familiar situations (being grumpy when one is ill) are strong. This can also be used for
reading aloud to younger children.
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Stewart, A. C. Ossian House. Phillips, 1976. 76-9645. 179p. $7.95.
Used to London Life, eleven-year-old John Murray is burdened by the knowledge
R that his paternal grandfather is bequeathing their ancestral home in Scotland to him.
6-8 John has little interest in country life, and his widowed mother is appalled to learn,
when the will is read, that John cannot sell the property until he comes of age, and
that he must spend eight weeks of each year at Ossian House. Most of the story is
concerned with John's growing interest in family history, his bickering with two
young Murray cousins, and his increasing appreciation of the people, the land, and
the beasts of his heritage. The setting is vividly drawn, the Scots dialect written with
a true ear for cadence as well as language, and the gradual change in John believably
developed. The ploys and problems of the cousins give opportunity for enough action
to balance the material about setting and historical background.
Suhl, Yuri. Simon Boom Gets a Letter; illus. by Fernando Krahn. Four Winds, 1976.
76-15574. 30p. $6.95.
A sequel to Simon Boom Gives a Wedding (reviewed in the December, 1972 issue)
Ad carries out the noodlehead characterization, as Simon Boom-who always wants the
K-3 best of everything-insists that a letter from his brother should be opened by his
fancy new gadget rather than by hand. The letter disappears in the machine, which
looks like an oversize coffee grinder, so Simon calls a series of workmen who are
unable to fix it but who charge for their time. Finally the letter emerges, shredded
into strips; Simon's wife is exasperated but Simon is just delighted because he has the
best paper slicer there is. The story has humor, but it drags a bit and the ending
seems flat; the illustrations have a grim humor also but lack the ebullience of those in
the earlier book.
Sullivan, Mary W. What's This About Pete? Nelson, 1976. 76-2528. 125p. $5.95.
Pete liked the new boy at school, Mario, right away, even when he learned that
Ad Mario had lied to the other guys about his prowess on a motorcycle. He certainly
6-8 didn't want Mario to learn about his secret hobby, sewing. Pete's mother worked at
home as a seamstress, and he had started helping her; he was good at it and enjoyed it
but didn't want Dad or his friends to know. The fact that he didn't enjoy the girly
magazines the other boys passed around-the fact that he really began to feel love for
Mario-was he a homosexual? Tortured, Pete finally talked to his science teacher,
who told hin that sexual preference had nothing to do with manhood, that it meant
self-fulfillmentg and meeting one's potential. "Do your own thing" is the message
and, while the story ends with Pete looking forward to a date with a girl, it does
examine with candor the self-doubt Pete feels. Otherwise, the story is fairly pedes-
trian, neither style of writing nor characterization being impressive.
Sypher, Lucy Johnston. The Turnabout Year; illus. by Ray Abel. Atheneum, 1976. 76-4922.
216p. $8.50.
In a sequel to The Spell of the Northern Lights, Lucy Johnston has her twelfth
Ad birthday, loses friends who are moving away, sees some of the men of her small
4-6 North Dakota town go off to the war the United States has just entered (the year is
1917), and is delighted when her dearest hope-a chance to go to a city high school
-is granted. The episodic story ambles along pleasantly enough, giving the flavor of
the period, but many of the episodes (a visit to an elderly aunt, the death of a
classmate) seem of only tangential interest; the book is held together rather loosely
by Lucy's hopes for attending school in Minneapolis and by the tenuously resolved
suspicion of a spy. This is based on the author's childhood, but it isn't skillfully
shaped into a narrative.
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Uchida, Yoshiko. The Rooster Who Understood Japanese; illus. by Charles Robinson.
Scribner, 1976. 76-13450. 29p. $6.95.
Both the story and the illustrations have a direct simplicity and warmth in this
R guileless book about a small girl who worries about her neighbor's problem. Miyo's
3-4 mother is a widow and a doctor, so she has arranged that Miyo stay with Mrs.
Kitamura after school each day, a plan that suits both Miyo and the friendly Mrs. K.
But their peaceful routine is disrupted when a new neighbor, Mr. Wickett, threatens
to call the police because Mrs. K.'s rooster, Mr. Lincoln, crows so early. (With the
growth of the town, the street is now within the city limits.) Miyo and her mother try
to think of an answer, but Mrs. K. is determined that Mr. Lincoln should be where he
is happy. Of all her pets, he's the only one who understands Japanese, she insists.
The solution is quite credible and satisfies everybody; the plot has just enough
suspense and pace to appeal to children's love of action, but its real charm is in the
gentle humor of the writing and the pervasive aura of neighborly affection and con-
cern. This is also a good choice for reading aloud to younger children.
Valencak, Hannelore. When Half-Gods Go; tr. from the German by Patricia Crampton.
Morrow, 1976. 76-6140. 192p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.94 net.
Translated from the German, this realistic story of personal relationships easily
Ad assimilates a fantasy element; it is deftly translated but written in a rather heavy style
7-12 and at a slow pace. Barbara has insisted on going to Greece with Andreas, her lover;
Andreas, a pompous student of archeology and mythology, is so "correct" that
Barbara's mother has trusted him (unaware of the nature of the relationship) with her
seventeen-year-old daughter. Andreas is cold and patronizing; he's furious when
Barbara becomes friendly with Alexander, however. Alexander has appeared just as
a statue of Hermes disappears from a museum, and it becomes clear that he is,
indeed, the god Hermes. Affable, knowledgeable, he invites Barbara and Andreas to
his home, where each person they meet is another figure from the Greek pantheon.
Alexander never makes love to Barbara, but his affection and respect restore her
self-confidence and by the time the holiday is over, it is Andreas who is the suppli-
cant.
Van Woerkom, Dorothy O., ad. Abu Ali; Three Tales of the Middle East; illus. by Harold
Berson. Macmillan, 1976. 76-8401. 64p. (Ready-to-Read). $6.95.
Three short tales for the primary grades reader are illustrated with bright pictures
R in Berson's typical flowing line; the pictures echo the humor of the stories. In the
2-3 first, "Abu Ali Counts His Donkeys," the silly Abu Ali gets confused by forgetting
to count the donkey he's riding. In the second tale, he outwits the friends who think
they've outwitted him; in the last tale, he fills the pockets of a borrowed coat with
food, but the owner comes to retrieve the coat and mistakes Abu Ali's greed for a
surprise gift to the lender. The tales are retold in a direct style that has, despite its
simplicity, a breezy zest.
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